Press Sports Partners With Sunflower Lab to Launch New Digital Recruiting Tool for Athletes

*The Press Sports app boasts a 4.9 rating in the iOS App Store based on 175+ reviews*

COLUMBUS, Ohio ([PRWEB](https://prweb.com)) October 09, 2019 -- Sunflower Lab has partnered with Press Sports to create an elegant native mobile app that brings together the best features of social media and sports recruiting. Press Sports is the first and only free sports video app where athletes, coaches, fans, and parents connect to view and share sports highlights. This culminates a year-long partnership with Columbus, Ohio-based Sunflower Lab, which built the platform using the latest Java and Angular technologies.

Sunflower Lab worked closely with Press Sports to build an application to help young athletes showcase their sports highlights throughout their careers. The result is an intuitive and user-friendly native app that empowers athletes to demonstrate their skills and talents to coaches and fans.

Now, with the Press Sports app, they can post highlights from multiple sports, upload their academic resume/transcripts, and contact information. Coaches can use the app to keep an eye on prospects, access their transcripts, and see footage of a prospect in multiple sports. No more college recruitment headaches or fear of the stigma surrounding athletic postings on social media.

Press Sports is excited about its revolutionary new sports-sharing video app, built in partnership with Sunflower Lab. Users of the app have responded very favorably. In fact, the Press Sports app boasts a 4.9 rating in the iOS App Store based on 175+ reviews.

Built on Java and Angular as a native app for iOS and Android, Press Sports boasts all the components of a robust social media platform but with high-quality video features that offer fast uploads, compression, and the ability to be readily and seamlessly shared.

“I’m really excited about our partnership with Press Sports. From an initial base of ten users, the Press Sports app has grown exponentially and is now used by thousands of coaches and fans around the world,” says Sunflower Lab Founder & CEO Ronak Patel.

The Press Sports application is free to all athletes and coaches, though more advanced features such as transcript checks are part of the paid version.

“Our partnership with Sunflower Lab has been outstanding. From the very first meeting, they completely got our vision for the Press Sports app and ran with it. I can’t recommend their work highly enough,” says Press Sports Co-Founder & CEO Conrad Cornell.

Press Sports is excited about its revolutionary new sports-sharing video app, built in partnership with Sunflower Lab. Users of the app have responded very favorably. In fact, the Press Sports app boasts a 4.9 rating in the iOS App Store based on 175+ reviews!

About Sunflower Lab
Headquartered in Columbus, OH, Sunflower Lab is an award-winning digital product and innovation agency with offices across North America and India. They help growing startups and global brands build innovative,
beautiful custom technology solutions. They believe in building products that make an impact. Sunflower Lab makes better technology today for an organization's tomorrow.

About Press Sports
Press Sports is an innovator in finding fast, original ways for young athletes to showcase their sports highlights and connect with coaches and fans around the world. Its goal is to provide athletes with a robust and seamless native mobile app for sharing high-quality video highlights across any range of sports they play.
presssportsapp.com
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